Location: Corner of Central & Alcazar
Owner: Limary Family
Accessibility: Chain Link Fence - need keys from owner
Permission Status: Granted
Assets:
- Central location and high visibility
- Historical Site (old Route 66 motel site)
- Possibility to use Talin Market’s auxiliary parking lot for additional event programming
- Plenty of parking space
- Possibility to serve as a central hub for the July event
Location: 306 Alcazar St
Owner: Unclear (either CABQ or Limary Family)
Accessibility: Chain Link Fence - need keys from owner
Permission Status: In process
Assets:
- Possibility to serve as a central hub for the July event if animated in connection to the old Blue Spruce lot and Talin auxiliary parking lot
- Plenty of parking space
- Proximity to WAT Buddhamongkoinimit Temple
Trumbull Village Lot #1

Location: Corner of San Pablo & Bell
Owner: CABQ
Accessibility: Chain Link Fence with open section for easy access
Permission Status: In process
Assets:
- Moises's UNM students are animating an oasis garden here, so there’s potential for collaboration
- This is one of 7 city owned empty lots in a two block radius. Residents have expressed interest in seeing some of these sites transformed
- Possibility to connect with residential neighbors - my understanding is UNM students have connected with Plaza Feliz and its children’s daycare center
- This section of San Pablo is part of the ID trail
Trumbull Village Lot #2

Location: 418 San Pablo
Owner: CABQ
Accessibility: Chain Link Fence - need keys from owner
Permission Status: In process
Assets:
- In proximity to PB&J
- In proximity to UNM student installation site
- Some shade trees
- This is one of 7 city owned empty lots in a two block radius. Residents have expressed interest in seeing some of these sites transformed
- This section of San Pablo is part of the ID trail
**Location:** 433 San Pablo  
**Owner:** CABQ  
**Accessibility:** Chain Link Fence - need keys from owner  
**Permission Status:** In process  
**Assets:**  
- In proximity to PB&J  
- In proximity to UNM student installation site  
- Two large shade trees  
- This is one of 7 city owned empty lots in a two block radius. Residents have expressed interest in seeing some of these sites transformed  
- This section of San Pablo is part of the ID trail
Location: 416 Española
Owner: CABQ
Accessibility: Chain Link Fence - need keys from owner
Permission Status: In process
Assets:
- In proximity to PB&J
- In proximity to UNM student installation site
- This is one of 7 city owned empty lots in a two block radius. Residents have expressed interest in seeing some of these sites transformed
**Location:** 421 Española

**Owner:** CABQ

**Accessibility:** Chain Link Fence - need keys from owner

**Permission Status:** In process

**Assets:**
- In proximity to PB&J
- In proximity to UNM student installation site
- This is one of 7 city owned empty lots in a two block radius. Residents have expressed interest in seeing some of these sites transformed
Trumbull Village Lot #6

**Location:** NE corner of Española & Bell

**Owner:** CABQ

**Accessibility:** Chain Link Fence - need keys from owner

**Permission Status:** In process

**Assets:**
- In proximity to PB&J
- In proximity to UNM student installation site
- This is one of 7 city owned empty lots in a two block radius. Residents have expressed interest in seeing some of these sites transformed
Trumbull Village Lot #7

Location: 529 Española
Owner: CABQ
Accessibility: open
Permission Status: In process
Assets:
- In proximity to UNM student installation site
- This is one of 7 city owned empty lots in a two block radius. Residents have expressed interest in seeing some of these sites transformed
- Have seen residents use this space as an atv/bmx bike course
Phil Chacon Park

Location: Corner of Southern and Pennsylvania
Owner: CABQ
Accessibility: open
Permission Status: In process
Assets:
- Extension of Phil Chacon Park and near Trumbull Park
- As the possible future sight of a new charter school by Tony Monfiletto, there’s potential for collaboration
- Plenty of parking space
- Great green space, shade, space for kids
- Sense of nature and environmental flow
- Park trail to Veterans’ Memorial Park
Veterans’ Memorial Park

Location: Corner of Louisiana & Gibson
Owner: CABQ
Accessibility: open
Permission Status: Granted
Assets:
- Great Amphitheater and lawn
- Possible future site of the International Festival
- Plenty of parking space
- Easy hook-ups for food trucks
- Trail connection to Phil Chacon park
San Mateo Lot #1

Location: Corner of San Mateo & Southern
Owner: Abe Galanter
Accessibility: open
Permission Status: In conversation with owner
Assets:
- Along stretch of San Mateo corridor that residents want to revitalize as a neighborhood “main street”
- Parkland Hills neighborhood association wants to organize a “street-fair” pop up on a site along San Mateo, so there’s potential for collaboration
- Some shade trees
San Mateo Lot #2

Location: Corner of San Mateo & Trumbull
Owner: Abe Galanter
Accessibility: Chain link fence with sections open
Permission Status: In conversation with owner
Assets:
- Along stretch of San Mateo corridor that residents want to revitalize as a neighborhood “main street”
- Parkland Hills neighborhood association wants to organize a “street-fair” pop up on a site along San Mateo, so there’s potential for collaboration
- Some shade trees